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Copy dale:
Membership:

Welcome everyone to another issue of your monthly er! Well nearly monthly magazine. Why was it late
this time you may ask. To be honest it i was to give you all to sordid details there wouldn't be any room
tor any of the excellent articles that are in this issue. So just accept my apologies and lets get down to
what you all want to read about. Next months issue (NOV) will be for December also...

Full- Common!
No letters were received to go into
this issue and so the convention
report has taken it‘s place. The report
was once again written by Angela
(kiok with a little help from (iarol.
(larol also took all the photo‘s again

this year, so thanks Angela and (Tarol
for all your hard work.

Thu-Ia
Dave Simpson would like to thank
Christine and (lhris Raisin for buying
a load of stuff from him at the
convention. I-Iis stock is now low but
his pockets are bulging with all the
cash you gave him.

A very big thank you goes once again
to Angie for all the hard work she put
in. We all had another wonderfully
magical day that will most surely be
repeated again next year. So
"I‘HANK YOU’ Angie.

Arllclu
I have received articles from lots of
members over the last few months but
unfortunately I have had (once again)
a major set back with my computer

Unlortunatcly I tried the freebie
internet server supplied from Dixom
or PC World. It’s called Frceserve. I

loaded it in and it crashed my entire
system and consequently I lost all the
articles sent to me.

I know I should have made backup
copies to disc, (Iarol had a right go at
me. because I am the first one to
remind others to do jttst that. Anyway
I didn‘t so I lost them all.

So it' you have sent me an article over
the last few months, would you [11mm
send it to me again. Thanks.

Common”
Recently an article was submitted to
me and the author asked me to give
him my thoughts on it. He wanted me
to say whether I liked the article or
not and any criticisms that I might
have about the article. I told the
author that I would prefer not to
make these type of comments about
an authors work as some articles may
not be my cup of tea and so for me to
say that perhaps I did not like the
article would be wrong. It would not

be fair for me to make a judgement on
someone’s work and perhaps by being
negative about it they may be put off
writing anything again.

PCW Owners
Should you have any problems with
your I’CW then Kathleen Thorpe is

just the person you might wish to
speak to. She has a helpline of people
who can sort out your troubles so
make a note of these very important
details:

Kathleen Thorpe
Tel: 0115 9720114

Oucsllonnuirel
If any of you at the convention took a

questionnaire away with you, could
you please now send it back to
Thomas Fournerie ASAP

And finally
A mention goes to Bill Ford for his
kind donation of the (IPC items he

sent for the club. Thanks Bill and yes,
Carol still has that outfit you
mentioned!

-Huppy reading-
_3 _





MCI Convention 98
if all slatted with a ven/ interesting conversation about CP/M with Clive Bellaby at o 8&8 in Birmingham.
Thankfully the weekend did get better, with the not-so-small exception of the dreadful breakfast the next
morning,

The 20m of September and we were
all at BesL‘ot Football Stadium once
more, Angie E'Iardwiek had managed
to organise the convention {many
thanks to hert although the stadium
let us down at the last moment with
regards to using the lifts. But we all
survived another year. And unlike
previous conventions‘ we haven‘t all
collapsed afterwards and said “never
again“,

ROAMING AROUND
The main room this year was slightly
more inhabited than the previous two
conventions. As you walked through
the door immediately on the left was
Merlineiierve. Dad i, Arthur) was
largel) in charge of
questions, while I pocketed all the

technical

cash. . .

BrianWclun

Doll! "I Illink "'3 a compuler" said Richard
The next table was t\"ierline~8erve
overllmv‘ some PC items [ hatL along,
with issue three of my l‘(' magazine
Wihhle. Brian Watson had brought
up for me that da); fresh from the
printers As at least three people
mentioned it‘s a good publication to
bring, to the convention as it eases the
pressure from Wt'\( X :l to go over to
PCs.

Following on from that was the S119

(kunputers/l’y’l‘l./Systeme D tahle. It
was here that Rob Scott Paul
Fairman, Richard Fairhurst‘ Richard
Wilde)‘ (Widdles), Simon Matthews
and Simon Green were to he found
for most of the day.

Following, the tradition of previous
years, most RT], members \vore
speeialh designed t-shirts‘ based on
the new late—night cartoon South
Park. Among the other aetivitics at
this tablt; Rob and Richard compiled

and were selling, the Robot 1’13 (311
which contained 800nm of data for
CPU emulators on the PC. You‘ll
read more about this another time‘
possibly at the News Desk. Simon
Matthews also had a (3128 Plus on
this table, which was used and abused
at various points of the day . It‘s
obviously adjusted to this as Simon
confessed he‘d lost the screws for the
casing, years ago....



A GRAVE DAY
At the next table was Roger (irai‘es
selling some of his (71W, items. I

didnt realise Roger was a WACLTI
member and was glad to meet him
long time ago he was mad enough to
catalogue all the clip art for the KAI)
I’D library. Obvious why he’s a
“WACCVmember I guess.

Next to that was laequi ()wen selling
WACUI gear via the Market Stall.
Her son (lhris was also at the ready to
call me Dragon Lady and help with
heavy boxes. Chris designed the
posters for the stalls and those
pointing the w y to the WACC]
convention.

Chris Murray
The three tables on the far side of the
room were taken up by Dave
Simpson and all his computer items.
have took even more stulli than
Merline-Serve did this year" but we
had the exe se that we had to fit ll’l‘I.
Into the van.
have had so much stull‘ to sell it

was amazing. Ranging from whole
machines, to magazines (including
old WACCIs) and even some PC
items. I think he still has a lot of this
allahle7 so if he drops a line to the

Market Stall or Fair (kmnnent with
his address people ean drop him .1

line.

(\\'

—6—

Dunno Dave
mate, but it
looks like a
l’(IW to me!

Hush up l’eterxwefre
not going, to give in

on this one!!!

ll'vou ask me
lads, I think we
should ask
Roh Scott

Well Clive
what do
you make' of it?

if

ln Front of the (closed) bar was
another trader. They had lots of l‘( 2W
small for sale. which pleased some
members. liven my dad got a bit
excited over some mice

EVERYBODY PEEPS
In the other room, where the open
bar was situated. lots ol‘ people
gathered and chatted. There was also
a lot of hiss met a somewhat strzmge
(il’C. A prototype PCW w s the
deeision in the end. as ehips were
taken out and transplanted into
Simon Matthews” evemuffering, l’lus
machine.

There “as also the smoking room,
which didn‘t seem quite so inhabited
this year — perhaps that was just the
absence of Philip DiRiehleau. (ilive
Bellaby (and wife. Iosic) was the only
other exr WA( 171 Editor to attend the
convention this year.

I saw (Chairman Doug Webh brielly.
John and Carol Bowley turned up
around lunehrime with greetings of
“Bowely! Bowl ' " B( )VVIEY!“ from
the RT], mobsters. John and (iarol‘s
middle son Andrew also made it this
year and mtmaged to eonvinee his dad

to buy him some clothes. Boy these
ludirors are hard people. (Iarol. as
always‘ went around snapping people
with her camera, so expeet some nice
(read embarrassing) photos dotted
around these here pages.
lt‘s dittieult to remember everyone
you meet at the convention. Christine

Dave Culeno
Raisin braved us all again this y-ar
:uid was playing on Rob Scott‘s PC at
one point. Bob Houston was
wondering around, Matthew and



Chrisline and Chris Raisin
one point. Bob Houston was
wondering around, Matthew Allkl

Hilary Phillips (who hosts the
WAtXII website for us) I also saw I

had a chat with Dave (Ialeno. who
was wearing a shirt almost as bright
as John‘s.
Frank Frost and his wife Margaret

were in I saw I.ee
Hragginton wander around in the
morning, Bob Miller grabbed a

attend anee.

Wibhle from my table, Dave Teague
was talking, technicalities with
Richard liaithurst and Rob. Ton)
Iordan made it from Slough and was
tickling Carol <<Wlun? lnlm>>,
Steve I‘otts pottered around and
managed to make my day.
Iames ('oupe arrived and had a fun

and stimulating conversation with
Simon Green. Brian Watson was
lively as ever, men with a hefty

suitcase full ol'goodies (“Two ROMs
For a rennet, you‘re robbing me....“),
Angie‘s foster daughter Kelly was
bounding, around and kept attacking,
Clive1 not to mention stealing the
sweets given to Angie as a th:ml< you
twhieh everybody else managed to
steal from her later}.

Clive wa' also pre. nted “1th a gift
from BTI.‘ a cassette V'rsion of
I)ominous,... And we all saw lots of
other people who seem to have
blurred into one long day. It was nice
that there seemed to he 4m equal
amount of people I recognised and
those that I didn’t have the foggiest
about A proving we are still having a
fresh influx of people. But the most
important people of all this year were
also in attendance 7 the Donut Stand
in the market.

BACK TO THE FUTURE
This will probably be mentioned
elsewhere in the magazine and also
over the coming, few months. but we
now have to decide about next year.
As I mentioned above, new people

were around this year, as well as those
that have been around year in and
year out. To keep things fresh it has
been suggested to open up the
convention as an all formats
gathering. F; ies suggested to he
ineluded: bu)"bring and
demonstrations1 emulators running,
chat area, etc“

Everything is still very open to
suggestion. Early thoughts are that it
wouldn't be an “Amsttads and others"
event, but rather a eompletely open
event that WACCI just happen to be
sponsoring. This was started this
year, with PCs, I’CWs and some
hybrid computers creeping out of the
woodwork.

The location is also being rerhought
for next year. but that’s Angie‘s
department. It‘s open to you for
suggestions. We know most of you
have more than just your CPU and we
want to interest you and make sure
you get the most out of the day,
especially as it only happens once a
ycflf.

.7.



Bob Huuslon
AND AS THE SUN SETS
I seem to enjoy each conventionmore
than the last. This year was especially
good as we didn’t hay , so many boxes
to lug around. It was a very relaxed
annospherc and the day seemed
longer than it has in the past.

People sit and chat leisurely, wander
around the market and prop up the
bar (at leasn we think that‘s where
V\r’iddles \\ . It gets easier as you get
to know people, seeing them once a

year and getting snap shots of their
lives. It‘s a weird concept, as is

WAC IL but it works somehow.

Kelly

Eileen Large
And then the convention was over. It
took us nine hours to do a four hour
journey in an overheating van,
eventually relying on the R.\(I as a
taxi service. At one o‘clock in the
morning we were all squashed into a

large rescue truck. had and Simon
Green were in the front nodding off.

Simon Matthews and Paul liairman
were asleep next to us. lioh and l

were talking and joking. As Rob said,
even though we had stopped on every
stretch of the M40‘s hard shoulder,
we managed to keep our sense of
humour throughout which I think
was the point of the whole weekend.

fingefa
THE CAMERA NEVER LIES
Anothergood convention year for the
Bmvleys. I felt it to be as successful as
previous years although not as busy.
It is nice to meet friends again and l

mean friends because over the few

years that I have been involved with
WA( 3(11 through Iohn, I have always
been greeted warmly by people that I

only otherwise speak to on the
telephone.

These same people always treat me as
if I have been a personal friend of
theirs for years. This year I decided to
concentrate on the personal portrait
style of photography instead of the

usual group shots. I thought you
would be interested in seeing more of
the faces behind the names.

hit the first time I was pleased to
meet liileen Large who graeed me
with a beautiful smile that lit up the
room. A very pleasant lady to meet
who told both John and myself that
she was pleased to get her monthly
WACCI and how much she liked it. I
left her chatting to Iohn as l was
lured away by the sight of another
photo in the making.

(ilil’lS Murray cut a dash in his smart
maroon jacket. He didn‘t think the
photo would come out well but as
you have seen he was so wrong.

My only complaint about the
photography side of things at a
WACCI convention is the lack of
suitable places to site your subject. It
either has too much outside glare or
the inside lights get in your way also
the walls have a lot of pictures on
which take the eye from the subject.
But hey7 never mind as it just adds to
the fun.

I was particularly pleased with the
photo of Christine and (Ihris Raisin
as I am reliably told it is a rarity to get
them both in the same photo so a pat
on the back for me I think! Looking
at the photo of Paul Wass and Bob
Mohan forgetting themselves and



Paul Was: and Bob MOIIIII

showing 011‘ their skills at line
dancing. ()r at least thats what it
looks like to me.

The photo of Davi (laleno I was
wondering, with the position that his
arm is in was he too taking the same
line dancing, class that Paul Wass and
Bob Moham were.

I just had to get the photo of Bob
Houston. Many of you may
remember when the (lompo Page was
going, he nearly always came. out of
the winners hat. Well not Bob
personally but his name did.
It w;. for this reason I took a good

shot of him as I though that maybe a
Few of you would like to cut the
photo out and put it up on a wall so
you could throw darts at it! Only
joking Bob....l1tmc.rlly.

Siepllen Pon-

Angela writes that Tony lord-an was
tickling, me...’ s he was. But what
tickled me most and I am sure that
Tony was tickled too. was our
conversation on massage. I will leave
it to your imagination as to what the
eontent of the conwrsation was, I‘ll

just say that it was both naughty and
nice.

I had the pleasure of meeting Paul
l‘airman for the first time. He was
introduced to me as ‘the guy who
lives with Rob Scutt‘. IImm, that
certainly leaves a thought in your
head. How could anyone put up with
Rob for a start. Anyway he seemed a

nice bloke but very quiet. probably
because he was sat next to Angela for
most of the time and maybe he
couldn‘t get a word in.

I hope you will agree that I took some
pretty decent photos this but the
one that I think is the best is the one
of Stephen Potts, here on the left. I
had a very quick look around at the
lighting before I snapped him and I

an extremely pleased with the result. I
hope you are too Stephen.

The group shot that John has used
was the one I took of a collection of
enthusiasts musing over a CPU thing.
(Ilive llellahy, Peter (lurgenven. Dave
Stitson and a few others looked at this
prototype PCW/(lI’C at every angle
they eould.
liven the knowing talents of

Richard Fairhurst failed to throw any
extra light on the subject but in any
ease they all seemed to he in awe of it.

I understand that it was later pulled
to bits. Mind you as John and I

looked at the photo we both had an
evil thought. What if we put speech
bubbles in the photo and made them
all say something funny. Well we put
the speech bubbles in alright but as
for what to write in them well that
was something else. We giggled at a
lot of eaeh others suggestions and
some were a bit too risque but we
settled on the ones you see in the
photo. Yes I know they are not very
funny but then I am only a poor
simple downtrodden woman who
knows no better .........
Brian Watson was flashing...his t»

shirt that is. so I took a photo to
remind everyone that it is Brians 50th
this month. Mind you I think he
looks much younger than that. (Will
Iflt’l that small donation umv Brian? )

The Franks‘ Smart and Frost hoth
smiled their usual brilliant smiles
when I took photos of them with
their wives lanet and Margaret. Frank
Smart slipped me an intriging
envelope that I was to give to John
on our return home. I was to find out
that ll contained Franks Members
Spotlight.

As usual I‘rank (T/n' l'indnlm Kill)
writes with mueh wit and interests
the reader greatly. It is my belief that
he has missed his calling because he
writes so well.

Tony Jordan



Frank and Jane! Smufl
Paul and Michelle VVQLSS journeyed to
the convention with the Raisins.
They are a lovely couple and I

chatted with Michelle as if I had
known her for ages. Their journey
home was a little on the cramped
side though,

(Ibria Raisin had .1 gleam in his

eye as be. loaded up the car with his
end ol~ convention bargains. The
poor ears boot looked more like an

Alladins cave than a motor vehicles
rear end. Fortunately it only took
them about an hour to get home.

I couldn‘t begin to describe the
conditions that Christine, Michelle
and Paul had to travel infl I can only
say that had they been stopped on a

routine police check, they would not
have been allowed to continue their
journey!

Once again Angies little lostcr
daughter Kelly stole the show. She
not only pinched Angies choccles but
adhered herself to Uncle (llive for
most of‘the day. ()Iive took the most
wonderfill photo of her on his digital
Gunera that makes my camera look
like a cheapy. As soon as I can alt‘ord
one myself I am going, to indulge.
Probably in the year 2010 when they
replace everything else.

Roger Graves
Roger Graves is a lovely chap and I

had the pleasure ol~ chatting to him
for a short while. He has given me 14

pages ol~ compos for you all to try
and I will St‘t‘ if~ there is room to start
them in the next issue ol‘W/\( '.( '.l.

We left the eonvention rired but
happy. I was pleased with everyones
opinion that there will be another
convention next _\

We took Jacqui Owen, and her
Daughter home before setting, oll‘on
our journey home, after a supper at
the McDonalds with Angie. Helen
and Kelly. We got held up in the
traffic on the Mo but didn’t mind too
much as it was at least moving.

All in all it was another successful
year and we all look forward to the
next one. Thanks Angie!

Ta-ra for now

Caro[Morgan! and Frank Frosl
_'|O_



Arnolds Basic by»... “in...
Did you type in the telephone directory last month? Okay go and get last months 724 and come
back..... Right, it was stated in the last part of Arnolds Basic that all numbers in brackets means line
numbers such as {20] If you want to obtain this excellent series PD disc l 15 is the disc that you neecl.
Lets begin..... Over to you Paul. John

[201
Next the program skips to line 4000
which is the routine to load the
files (names and numbers) from disk.
This routine is jumped to
immediately to load in the files
automatically without the user having
to load them in. The loading
routine is detailed later on.

[25-40]
A window is set (see towards the end
of pan six) that makes a nice box in
the middle ol‘ the screen on which
using the highly complex (joke)
l‘RlN'l command to print the main
menu of the screen. lust before this
an ()N BREAK (‘1 )NT is set so that
the ()N BREAKs later on in the
program are made ineliL-ctive.
The next WINDOW command sets

the normal si‘le screen window. uses a
CLEAR INPUT commmd (6128
only) to make sure any keys you have
pressed before are wiped. KEY DEE
66.0.13 sets the ESC key to be the
smie as pressing RETURN.

[40-50]
The option that the user selects from
the menu is stored into the variable
"x". Now, if you pressed RETURN
(or 1”“) 'cos RETURN: 18(7 from
the KEY DEF) then '/.=0. So 11" [=0
T1 [EN set the normal KEY DEE and
END the program. ESC is given as
the exit option from the menu.

[60-70]
A superbly good command for a

menu system is ON, The value of”'/."
depends of the entry from the menu.
The possible routines that can be

GOSUBed to are 1000‘ 20001
3000, 4000, 5000 6000, 7000,
8000, and 9000 which contain the
vital routines For the program that

were written in separately. So if the
value of "'1." was 1 then the ON
command makes the program jump
to line 1000 etc etc. You will have to
use your imagination for the rest.
The MODE 1:(71.S:G()’[‘() 25 bit

in line 70 is so that when the various
routines are RETURNed they will
RETURN to line 70‘ the line after
to which they were GOSUBed. (:15
(Tleats the Screen and (i( )T() jumps
to the specified line number.
remember.

The first routine is the one that allows
lNl'll'l ol‘the names and numbers.
All routines have REM commands
above them to identify them during
the debugging process. A little
message informing the user of the
possible key presses are given at the
top of the screen. All such messages
appear at the top» so the user gets
used to it very quickly to look here
for help. User friendliness is

important, especially in a program
that has no documentationwith it.

A WINDOW is set just below this
messagg to ensure that if the screen
scrolls upwards then the message

there; cunning
programming. Also a lew years ago
when I owned an Atari 65XE
computer a bloke called Ian
Finlay/son, a columnist of Atari User
said that it was bad practise to GOTO
or GOSUB to REM commands.
Therefore I have acted on this advice
and the REM commands are just
before the routine.
The FOR NEXT loop is something

that has been introduced1 but is very
important in BASIC. Many ot‘ them
are used in this program. Take a
look at this short program, but first
look at around page five of part two

remains

for details on what variables are.
You will find this section under the
heading VARIABLES (cor).

10 FOR a=1 TO 12
20 PRINT 3
30 NEXT

If you RUN this program then on the
screen. line by line. the numbers | to
12 inclusive will be printed. The FOR
NEXT loop makes the value of a
variable increase or decrease
throughout the loop. The NEXT
command makes the program jump
back to the FOR increasing the value
oli"a" by one. So the program takes
the variable "a" and it starts at one and
goes up T0 12. The value of ”a" is

then printed by line 20, and the loop
continues after the FUR instruction
by line 30. The two numeric values in

line 10 can be anything. and an
additional command can be used il‘

you wish for the increment or
decrement (by how much the value of
"a" goes up or down) using S'l'lul’.
FOR 3:56 to 43 STEP —3

Will make "a" start at 56 and go down
to 43 in STEPs of3.

[1000]
Many simple FOR NEXT loop are
created in the telephone directory. It
makes the variable "x” start at 1 Mid

possibly go all the way up to 500
(the maximum number of entries in
the directory), although it rarely
goes as far as 500 because it can be
terminated before this. There are
many more instructions that are
carried out within the FOR NEXT
loop in the telephone directory.

[10|0-1030]
The LEN command is used to detect
how many characters are in a string

_]]_



variable. Our string is namc$(x), and
this command looks at the string and
checks to see if it has more than zero
characters in it. In other words it
checks to see if name$(x) contains
something. name$(x) to begin with
means name$(l) because remember
the value of "rd depends on the FOR
NEXT loop.

IF I.EN(na1ne$(x))>0 The ">" sign
means "greater than" and the "<"
means is "less than" if you recall
primary school.
The value of “x" is printed which is

the datafilc number and men the
INPUT command is re-introduccd
from part two in a slightly different
guise. Instead of using:

PRIN "Name ";
INPUT name$(x)

you can use: INPUT‘Narne
"gname$(x). These things are given
by BASIC as short cuts. The next
line should be easy to work out. The
CAI ,I, &BBIS bit simply waits for a
key to be pressed, a very useful
CALL.

WARNING: Don‘t use the CALL
command if you do not know what
you are doing. The computer can
easily reset using values after the
CALL that you don‘t know. Also
don't forget the "8L" (ampersand)
before the number.

['I 040]
The next line uses LII’PER$, NOT a
variable. This converts a string from
whatever into capital letters. Next, if
you have pressed RETURN (or ESC)
then the program jumps to line 5000
to save the latest entries; automatic
savingas well as loading.
Again INPUT is required for the

phone number and then the NEXT
command is encountered to go back
to the command straight after the
corresponding FOR. The loop can
be broken at line 1090. Fine. Moving
along to the next routine which is

designed for searching through the
datafiles. As the REM command says,
this routine is "shared" by the searcher
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and the printer. Just remember that
the variable "dump" equals new
when the SWCli routine goes into
action. At this point it is advised to
skip to
WINDOW in part 6 which you
should have done before. This
section gives details on screams.

Lines 2010 onwards for a while
prints 3 sub-menu ofi‘cring to search
for names telephone numbers or a
specific datafile. Pressing ESC exits
this menu. KEY DEF defines the
ESC key as an "*" for use in the
following line. The INKEY$
command was detailed in the
previous part. This routine on
accepting the option selected from
the user jumps to a subroutine
which offers the features. The first
feature is the NAME search.

You should be able to follow this and
the other sub-routines through
yourself as it is much the same
programming commands used and
detailed previously. A new
command not discussed yet is
INSTR . A frightfully useful
command if I may say is the INSTR
command.Take a look at the format:

IF INSTR(name$(x) ,s$)=0
THEN 12060

['I2030]
(the program skips to this sub-
routine from line 2060. Yet again we
are in a FOR NEXT loop hence the
big explanation earlier on.

533 contains the "name" that you
entered a few lines ago and a search
for this is commenced and compares
it with name$(x). If the search fails
then the equals veto comes into
action and jumps to the NEXT
command.
However, if the value should not

equal 0 ie a correspondingstring has
been found, then the next line is
executed. Having said that a
corresponding string must be
found, name$ (x) does not have to be
identical to s$, as long as 535 is
included in name$(x) then that is

the description of

accepted. This vague search is because
of the INSTR. Ifyou press RETURN
or ESC then the sub-routine
RETURNS to the main routine, and
then if the user desires RETURNS to
the main menu. Notice the constant
GOSUB and RETURNing system to
flip between parts of the program.
Good programming technique.

[3000-3090]
The listing of files routine is very
simple and is a stand alone routine,
not jumping to other parts. It checks
to see ifname$(x) is empty and if so
skips the printing of the next datafile
on the screen using the NEXT
command, therefore increasing the
value of "x".

If x> 500 the command after the
NEXT is executed, which prints that
the list is complete, and GOSUBs to
line 62000 which is a routine that is
detailed below. When a file has been
placed on the screen, difl'erent colours
are used and flu the detection of
whether key 66 (ESC) has been
pressed to quit, or the [ENTER] key
(6) to continue listing.

[52°00]
Line 62000 is a routine that asks for
the user to press SPACE BAR. A
CALL &beS is used to wait for a
key to be pressed and the routine is
terminatedusing a RETURN. Great
inputting, searching, listing these files
I am sure but when you turn the
computer off, all files are lost, unless
of course you save them to disk. The
routine at line 5000 will be dealtwith
first, as saving must been done before
loading, which is at line 4000.

The existing file called DATADAT
on the disk is erased, if saving of files
has been done when using the
program before. DATADAT is an
ASCII file containing the names and
numbers and as such the ASCH file
must be opened for input, and the
command that does the trick is
OPENIN as in OPEN file for
INput. Before this, a pleasant centred
prompt tells you that the file is

loading. Mmmxt month.



[5000-5040]
Forget about RUN and LOAD with
ASCH files. If you want more info
on what an ASCII file is take a look
at the last but one page ofpart ten.

Such files must be opened with
()PENIN and OPENOUT and closed
with Cl .OSEIN and CLOSEOUT. If
you want to save a file to disk use
OPENOUT. You should close the file
once you have finished taking INPUT
from the disk, and once finished
writing a file to disk close it with
CLOSEOUT.
You still have to INPUT and

PRINT information (data) from and
to disk and the much discussed
streams are used. You have to direct
the PRINT command to the disk,
stream nine.

So :1 FOR NEXT loop is introduced
and so the value of "x" goes up and up
and up. The PRINT#9,nameS(x) bit
writes name$(x) to disk. The same for
the tel$(x). IF name$(x)=nothing
("") THEN 5030. This means that the
files have come to an end. The
()UTput file is then CLOSEd.

You may notice that the
programming commands are being
used as part of an English sentence to
try and make it easier to understand.
The routine is RETURNed to the
menu.

[4000-6010]
Reversing of the process is done at
line 4000 to load in the files. Option
six justs CATS the disk which I
thought I‘d bung into the program,
and option eight makes a back up of
the entire program. Routine number
eight was written in during the
programing stage to quickly and
easily SAVE the latest version of the
program without having to do it
directly from BASIC.

[1000]
Two left, two to go. Editing of the
files is routine number seven and
what a comprehensive routine it is
to. You can search for names,
numbers, specify the datafile number

(determined by "df"), or the program
produces a list of the files for you to
wade through and edit at will.

[52000]
For the name and number editing the
program uses the INSTR
command detailed above to fmd the
necessary datafiles, it then produces a
list of the files that are accepted and
asks for the datafile number to edit.
Let's say that you entered the
number 45 for the variable "di"
(datafile number), name$(aa), that's
name$(45) is the datafile that is
printed. The variable is then given
to be edited. Typing in a new string
for a variable always overwrites
previous data. The datafile number
editor is the same as the previous
two excluding the searching for
names and numbers. You will find
this sub~routine faster than all the
others because the program does not
have to go searching through the
array. The list editor prints the files
as with the lister routine earlier on,
but gives the extra option to press "E"
to edit the file.

[9000]
It has been said before that the
searching and printing routines are
shared. When option nine is selected
from the menu, the program jumps
to line 9000. This sets a variable
called "dump”. The word dump in

computersmeans putting something
somewhere. If we dump the data
(names and numbers) to disk we do
so using PRINT #9 as described
before, and the PRINT #8 is used to
(limp them to the printer. However
you will fmd no PRINT #8 within
the program; the variable "dump"
controls this. If "dLunp"=0 which it
does nonnally when the program is
RUN (when a program is RUN all
variables from BASIC are lost, so
don’t use RUN within a program
when variables are vital), then data
gets printed on the screen, but if
option nine is selected from the
menu then line 9000 makes
"dump"=8, the printer. Then when
PRINT #dump is used data
gens printed either on the screen or

on the printer, because ifdump equals
8 then it is the same as #8, or if
dump equals 0 then it is the same as
#0.
Another point to mention is that in

line 2090, if dump=8, ie option 9
has been selected, then the searcher/
printer gives an extra option, option4
from the sub menu. This goes wizzing
off to line 15000 where a routine has
been written that prints all of the
datafiles to the printer.

The ON BREAK GOTO command
means the program jumps to line
16000. At line 16000, the variable
"brek " is set to 1. Note brek is a

variable, that is set to one when ESC
is pressed. This is what is known as
setting a "flag". The flag is set and the
information can be used later on in
the program. It can prove that the
lines in a program have been already
run. In this example, brek is set to one
so that when the program
RETURNS to line 15052 and brek is

detected as equalling one, the
program jumps to the main menu
with another RETURN.

[63000]
Part five of this text details error
messages churned out by the CFC,
and the below program uses an error
detection system from BASIC so that
if a disk is missing or other such
errors you are not returned to
BASIC. The DERR command
meaning Disk ERRor is used with the
corresponding code. RESUME
resumes normal execution.

I don‘t think there are any bugs in the
program, but if there is then don’t
think "()0 er, a program bug. I can‘t
use this program anymore“. Look
around the program lines where you
think the problem is and "dc-bug“ it
yourself. The program was written
from BASIC as normal but not
SAVEd in the normal way.
SAVE"DIR",A was used and the
listing was saved as an ASCII text file.
The file could then be imported into
my word processor using the
MERGE feature of VDE and mixed
with the main text. More nextmonth.
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EQUATION GRAPHER
by James Hoskisson

In case you haven't guessed from ihe title, the program on yonder page is designed to draw a graph
from any given equation, This is useful for r'nafhemaficol applications but I can‘t think of anything else
lhot if could possibly be used for.

10 MODE 2:PORE EAE67,&1C:POKE 5AE69,&1C:POKE &AEGB,L1C:POKE
sAEGD,&1C:ADDR=6716
20 INPUT "ENTER EQUATION (USE x FOR X-AXIS)";C$
30 A=0
4o A=INSTR(A+1,C$,“["):IF A>0 THEN GOSUB 500:D=0:C$=A$:A$="":GOTO 40
ELSE A$=C$
50 FOR I=1 To LEN(A$):B$=UPPER$(MID$(A$,I,1)):IFB$="Y" OR B$="X" THEN
POKE ADDR,&D:POKE ADDR+1,0:POKE ADDR+2,0:POKE
ADDR+3,EDE:ADDR=ADDR+4:CQR$="":MN=O:NUM$="”
so IF E$="=" THEN POKE ADDR,&EF:ADDR=ADDR+1:CQR$="":CQR=0:MN=0:NUM$=""
70 IF E$="~" THEN POKE ADDR,&F8:ADDR=ADDR+1:CQR$= :CQR=O:MN=0:NUM$=""
80 IF B$="+” THEN POKE ADDR,EF4:ADDR=ADDR+1:CQR$= ":CQR=O:MN=0:NUM$=“"
90 IF B$="-" THEN POKE ADDR,&F5:ADDR=ADDR+1:CQR$="":CQR=0:MN=O:NUM$=""
100 IF B$="(" THEN POKE
ADDR, 5.23 :ADDR=ADDR+1 :CQR$=" " :BRACKET=BRACKET+1:CQR=o;m=o:m$=nn
110 IF B$="/“ THEN POKE
ADDR,&F7:ADDR=ADDR+1:CQR$="":CQR=O:MN=0:NUM$=”"
120 IF B$=")" THEN POKE ADDR,&29:ADDR=ADDR+1:CQR$="":BRACKET=BEACKET-
1:CQR=0:MN=0:NUM$=""
130 F$~UPPER$(MID$(A$,I+1,1)):IF ASC(B$)>47 AND ASC(B$)<58 THEN
NUM$=NUM$+B$:IF F$<>"" THEN I}? Asc(r$)>47 AND ASC(F$)<58 0R F$=~gu
THEN 160
140 IF B$="." AND DP=0 THEN NUM$=NUM$+B$:DP=1:IF F$<>"" THEN IF
ASC(F$)>¢7 AND ASC(F$)<58 THEN 160
150 IF ASC(B$)>47 AND ASC(B$)<58 THEN CQR=VAL(NUM$):D=O:GOSUE3702DP=0
160 IF F$="X" AND INSTR("{“=+-/*(",B$)=O THEN POKE
ADDR,&F6:ADDR=ADDR+1ELSE IF F$="(" AND INSTR("—+*/(A(=",B$)=o THEN
POKE ADDR,&F6:ADDR=ADDR+1
170 IF BRACKET=1 AND INSTR("+-*/”()",F$)>0 AND NQR=1 THEN POKE
ADDR,£29:ADDR=ADDR+1:BRACKET=0:NQR=O ELSE IF BRACKET=1 AND F$="“ AND
NQR=1 THEN POKE ADDR,s29zADDR=ADDR+1:BRACKET=O:NQR=0
180 IF E$="'" THEN POKE
ADDR,GF6:ADDR=ADDR+1:MN=0:CQR=0:CQR$="“:NUM$=""
190 IF B$=")" THEN POKE ADDR,&F8:POKE ADDR+1,&28:POKE ADDR+2,&F:POKE
ADDR+3,&F7:ADDR=ADDR+4:BRACKET=1:NUM$=""INQR=1
200 NEXT
210 POKE ADDR,1:POKE ADDR+1,EC9:POKE ADDR+2,0:POKE ADDR+3,0:POKE
ADDR+4,0:ADDR=ADDR+5:POKE 6712,(ADDR—6714) MOD 256:POKE 6713,(ADDR—
6714)\256
220 INPUT"what Range is the X—Axis (Separate Numbers with a
Comma)";A,E
230 STRL=O:STRH=O:FOR I=A TO B:X=I:GOSUB 530:IF X>STRH THEN STRH=X
240 IF X<STRL THEN STRL=X
250 NEXT:CLS:HINDOH 1,80,25,251IF SGN(STRL)<0 THEN YOFF-
SET=ABS(STRL*(318/(STRH-STRL))) ELSE YOFFSET=0
260 IF SGN(A)<0 THEN XOFFSET=ABS(A*(586/(B-A))) ELSE XOFFSET=0
270 PRINT CHR$(23);"3"
280 MOVE 44,72¢YOFFSET:DRAWR 586,0:FOR 1:44 To 630 STEP 39:PLOT
I,70+YOFFSET:PLOT I,68+YOFFSET:PLOT I+1,66+YOFFSET:PLOT I+1,70+YOFFSET
290 IF ABS((I—44)*((B~A)/586))<1 THEN DP=2 ELSE IF ABS((I-44)*((B-A)/
586))<10 THEN DP=1 ELSE DP=0
300 STRIG$=STR$(ROUND((I-44)'((B-A)/586)+A,DPJ):TAG:MOVE I-
(LEN(STRIG$)*6),58+YOFFSET:PRINT STRIG$;:TAGOFF:NEXT
310 MOVE 44+XOFFSET,72:DRAWR 0,390:FOR I=72 TO 390 STEP 27:PLOT
43+XOFFSET,I:IF ABS((I-72)*((STRH—STRL)/318))<1THEN DP=3 ELSE IF
ABS((I—72)*((STRH-STRL)/318))<1O THEN DP=2 ELSE IF ABS((I-72)*((STRH-
STRL)/313))<100 THEN DP=1 ELSE DP=O
320 STRIG$=STR$(ROUND((I-72)*((STRH-STRL)/319)+STRL,DP)):TAG:MOVE
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If you are one ol‘those people“
like me1 who dives in and types
any listings they find that look
interesting, you’d better read
this article first. otherwise you
could waste yourself a lot of
time.

who Needs a Reason?
()k‘ I know that there 'n't
really any point in writing a
progratm and then saying that
it isn't that usel'uL but I started
to write it for my own
purposes. maths
toursework, I wasn‘t really
sueeessful With that idea since
it took me about four months
to write the program, and this
was well past the deadline. (i
ended up drawing all the
graphs by hand anyway!)

ire.

Spurned on by reading a few
letters in WACCI about
people who were interested in
mathematical problems, i

deeided to add a few extras and
make it into a program which
could grate the pages of
WACCI, I finished the
program eventually, and I'm
now sitting writing this article
about it

Vlllnl Doe: II do?
For those of us who aren't
really au fair with graph
drawing the program takes an
equation and plots each point
on the y—axix‘ from the tesult of
the value on the x-axis. The
program allows the user to
enter any range for the xvaxis,
including negative numbers,
although the bigger the range
the longer the graph will take



to draw. The. program requires the
equation of the graph to he entered
first and should be entered in the
form y: l2x, where y is the “axis and

is. To achieve any powerx is the x~

oi a number you must enter a
character, like in BASIC. e.g. 4A2,
would be 4 squared.

IAV

Since there isn't a root symbol on the
keyboard I decided to use ‘{' for root,
tag. 2: would be square root, 3(
would be cubed root etc. For square
root the root symbol must have a '2'
before it otherwise the program
would probably come up with
'operand missing',

The only restriction is that
mathematical functions like sin. cos,
and tan can'r be used. All numbers
including, floating point numbers can
be used within the equation, though.

The prognun only plots from the
.\ : is onto the y—axis so don't try it
the other way around. (You could try
it. but the program would probably
get confused and come up with the
same graph anyway, I think!)

Wlml's so Goo-l Alton! in
This program is unusual in the fact
that it is written in BASIC and it
actually alters the BASIC listing, from
within the progranL hence the length
of the listing. l‘or the program to
graph the equation the program
needs the equation as part of the
program.

This is sort of a contradiction in
terms when you say that it can graph
any equation but needs the equation
permmiently as part of the program,
so I had to design it so that the start
of the program alters the end of the
program before the end of the
pn rgram is executed.

The alternative to doing this would
be to edit line 530 of the listing and
add the equation to the program
before it is exeeuted but this isn't
exactly user friendly and BASIC
doesn't like equations that are in
mathematical form, anyway. (e.g. 12x

43+XOFFSET'(LEN(STRIG$)*B),I+4:PRINT STRIG$;:TAGoEENEXT
330 TAG:M0VE 631,40+YOFFSET:PRINT CHR$(188);:MOVE 10,398:PRINT
"y";:x=A:GOSUE 530:TAGOFF:MOVE 44,72+(X-STRL)*(318/(STRH-
STRL)):FOR I=A To B:X=I:GOSUB 530 DRAW 44+(I—A)*(586/(B-
A)),72+(X—STRL)*(318/(STRH-STRL)):NEXT
34o CLS:PRINT CHE$(23);"o";:PRINT"ENTER x VALUE ";:NUM$=“"
350 A$=INKEY$11F A$="" THEN 350 ELSE IF Asc(As)>47 AND
ASC(As)<sa on A$="." THEN NUM$=NUM$+A$:PRINT A$;:GOTo 350 ELSE
IF A$=CHR$(127) AND LEN(NUM$)>0 THEN
NUM$=MID$(NUM$,1,LEN(NUM$)—1):PRINT CHR$(8):" ":CHR$(8);:GOTO
350 ELSE IF As<>CHnst13) THEN 350
360 IF LEN(NUM$)=0 THEN 350 ELSE PRINT " "HPRINT CHR$(243)"
";:X=VAL(NUM$):GOSUB 530:ERINT x;:CALL 8531826010 340
370 IE DP=1 THEN 390
380 IF CQR<10 THEN POKE ADDR+D,CQR+&E:GOTO 440 ELSE IF CQR<256
THEN POKE ADDR+D,£19:ADDR=ADDR+1:POKE ADDR+D,CQR:G0T0 440 ELSE
IF CQR<32768 THEN FORE ADDR+D,E1A:ADDR=ADDR+1:POKEADDR+D,CQR
MOD 256:ADDR=ADDR+1:PONE ADDR+D,CQR\256:GOTO 440
390 POKE ADDR+D,&1F:ADDR=ADDR+1:LP=0:S=CQR:IF CQR<32768 THEN
450
400 LP=LP+1:S=S/2:IF S>=32768 THEN 400
410 ADDE=ADDR+¢:poKE ADDR+D,LP+&8F:CQR=CQR-(32768*(2A(LP—
1) )) :ADDR=ADDR—1:TMP=INT(CQR/((32768*(2"LP))/256)) :POKE
ADDR+D,TMP:CQR=CQR—TMP*((32768*(2‘LP))/256):ADDR=ADDR-1
420 TMP=INT(CQR/((32768*(2ALP))/65536)):POKE
ADDR+D,TMP:CQR=CQR—TMP*((32768*(2ALP))/65536):ADDR=ADDRV
1:TMP=INT(CQR/((32768*(2ALP))/16777216)):poxE
ADDR+D,TME:CQR=CQR—TMP*((32768*(2“LP))/16777216):ADDR=ADDR-l
430 TMP=INT(CQR/((32768*(2‘LP))/4.2949673E+09)):POKE
ADDR+D,TMP:CQR=CQR—TMP*((32768*(2‘LP))/
4.2949673E+09):ADDR=ADDR+4
440 ADDR=ADDR+1 RETURN
450 S=S*2:IF S<=32768 THEN LP=LP+1:GOTO 450
460 IF CQR>=O.5 AND CQR<=1 THEN LP=LP—1
47o ADDR=ADDR+4:POHE ADDR+D,&SE—LP:CQR=CQR—(32768*(2~(—LP—
1))):ADDR=ADDR—1:TMP=INT(CQR/((32768*(2‘—LP))/256)):POKE
ADDR+D,TMP:CQR=CQR—TMP*((32768*(2‘—LP))/256):ADDR=ADDR-1
480 TMP=INT(CQR/((32768*(2‘-LP))/65536)):POKE
ADDR+D,TMP:CQR=CQR-TMP*((32768*(2A-LP))/65536):ADDR=ADDR-
1:TMP=INT(CQR/((32768*(2A~LP))/16777216)):PoxE
ADDR+D,TMP:CQR=CQR~TMP*((32768*(2‘—LP))/16777216)
490 ADDE=ADDR—1:TME=INT(CQR/((32768*(2A—LP))/
4.2949673E+09)):POKEADDR+D,TMP:CQR=CQR-TMP*((32768*(2A-LP))/
4.2949673E+09):ADDR=ADDR+5:EETURN
500 F=LEN(C$)-A:IF A>0 THEN FOR z=A+1 To LEN(c$):IE
MID$(C$,I,1)= (" THEN D=D+1 ELSE IF MID$(C$,I,1)=")" AND D=o
AND E=LEN(cs)—A THEN E=I—A—1 ELSE IE MID$(C$,I,1)= )" THEN
D=D—1 ELSE IF INSTR(”+—/*”{",MID$(C$,I,1))>0 AND D=O AND
F=LEN(C$)—A THEN F=I-A-1
510 NEXT:L=A-1:D=0:FOR I=A~1 To 1 STEP —1:IE MID$(C$,I,1)="("
AND D=o AND L=A—1 THEN L=A—I—1 ELSE IF MID$(C$,I,1)=")" THEN
D=D+1 ELSE IF MID$(C$,I,1)="(" THEN D=D—1 ELSE IF INSTR("+—/
*A{=",MID$(C$,I,1))>0 AND D=o AND L=A—1 THEN L=A—I—1
520 NEXT:A$=A$+MID$(C$,1,A-L-
1):A$=A$+MID$(C$,A+1,F)2A$=A$+")":A$=A$+MID$(C$,A-
L,L):A$=A$+MID$(c$,A+E+1,LEN(cs)~E—A):RETURN
530

would have to be 12*x in BASIC) The problem with this method is that
So I decided to go with option
number one, this is where our helpful
Firmware Guide comes into its own.
The Firmware (iuide has all of the
BASIC tokens listed on pages 72 and
73, so the next step was to find a way
of converting the equation into the
BASIC tokens for it, so the
interpreter could understand it.

the address of the line number. where
the equation will he‘ changes as more
is added before that line.
This means that if any of the

characters in the following listing, are
missed out1 or more added in, the
address of the last line will change and
could lead to the program crashing
and writing over the listing. To this
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Broken Rom?
by Joniy Jones

Eventually everything breaks, and it seems man—made items teature the worst otfi but what would YOU
do it you iust happened to break the leg oft a ROM? Or clatter buy a whole NEW ROM and software
for ten quid plus? Here's a simple remedy l used with a small amount of solder, and there wasn't even a
soldering iron in sight (I don't have onel).

YCU'LI. REQUIRE
(l) liye plucking f\\'(‘£“LCr.S. (2) A
small piece ol~ solder l3"-4" worth).
(3) A small plate or the like. (4) 1\
old metal Fork or spoon. (5) A heat
source ia gas or electric cooker). (6)
The broken ROM

THE HEAT IS ON
The first thing to do is to remove the
broken leg from the ROM slot in
which it has become so loudly
attached1 this obviously is where the
tweeycrs would come in handy.

Don‘t get too close when removing
the broken ROM leg just in case the
piece flies oil at an awkward angle.
'l‘here ARE a lot more W/\(I(.‘.l’s to
come yet and and we wouldn't want
you to miss them would we.

Now ignite your heat source and
place your substitute soldering iron
on (in?) the heat source to preheat.
You IX )N'T want it glowing white,
but it MUST be very hot or it will
cool oll‘ BEN )Rl“. you accomplish the
task at hand.

SOLDERING ON
Once the fork/spoon has become hot
enough to work witlt for at least
thirty seconds, place the fork/spoon
on the up turned plate. Hold the.
BROKENROM leg against the fork/

spoon. As soon as possible take up
the solder and draw it away from the
T( )l’ of the BROKEN ROM leg you
MAY have to do this once or twice.
All you require is a small lmm-

Zmin spike of solder. Don't worry if
all you can aehieve is a dull lump, as
long as it is attached to the BR( )KEN
ROM leg and NOT the other legs.

Wwwm
Dllllll SOLDER DOlle
TO FORM 0 SPIKE

THANKS A-SLOT
Turn oil the heat source, place the
link/spoon into some water
(especially ifyou haw: childrm), then
take the ROM to the ROM slot in

which you want it to go. Insert the
ROM as per the normal procedure, it.

you have ENOUGH solder attached
the the broken ROM leg when you fit
the ROM into the slot the repaired
leg should come up against the inner
side ol‘ the slot, and in doing so
allowing the ROM to log on once
again? To make sure give the ROM a
little extra push a visual cheek should
confirm the ROM is in enough.

muss, PLUGS, PLUGS
Their everywhere and the trouble is so
are the cables from the plugs too. I
have five plugs hanging ofi‘ the back
of my desk1~ Monitor, External Tape
Recorder, Printer1 Lamp and last but
not least a 3.5" power pack.
Sometimes I have a Hi-Fi plugged in
too. I spend more time un-tangling

the things than I do using them. le)
right just by a multi plug extension.
I've tried that the trouble is I can only
lind a lour—way version‘ and this still
doesn‘t prevent the cables getting
crossed over.

If you have .1 similar problem try this.
Take a piece ol‘stitl‘eardboard or thin
corrugated card that will allow you to
lay each cable side by side with at least
half an inch gap and still have enough
card to be able to [old over the cables.
Tape the cables to the card leaving at
least twelve inches of cable at the plug

end t‘ree‘ then told and tape the other
hall'ol' the card over the cables. Either
use coloured electricians tape or just
plain tape. with coloured card. Voila'

no more tangles cables. A simple
sticky label on the plugs will let you
know who is who...

~)‘only
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PROPRIN sight/E
-PT- R ROGEQSON

It was some time after the introduction oF the saint/y Protype that someone thought it necessary to
introduce a second print enhancer onto an unsuspecting 000 public. it was called Proprint and it produced
this wondrous document, which should give you an inSIght into one or two oF the magical things it does.

l9 Stgrt Vith...

Firstly let's look at what the disc Includes. There's the program, of course, and something called
CUSTOMIZ which you use to ... customise the details oF what you want your document to look like. You use
this to tell the program whether you’ve got an 8-bit printer port and what it's name is ... or something
like that. I haven't got one, but IF I had l'm pretty sure l'd call it Hervyn. You also use this program to
load your Fomts Into memory, up to Five oF them iF that's the way you Feel. But a warning here: each Font
requires a bit oF memory and with Five installed you’re IeFt with less space For text than the disc version
oF Protext allows altogether.

Sggilt Fog Choice...

There are over Forty Fonts on the disc altogether. according to the handbook. I suppose this Is true IF

you count bold. Italic and normal verSIons ot the same tent as different. This page is an example. The
normal day-to-day text Is being printed using a little delight called BANSE-L. The italics are SANSE—Ll and
the sub-headings in SANSE-LB [where L stands For Large, i For italic and B For bold). To me these are three
variations on the same Font, but who am l when It comes to such sedentary occupations as the Naming of
Things.

In addition to the actual Font I'm using the Condensed version oF it because I require to have around
100 characters per line and this is the best way oF obtaining same.

Qggegging ihings...

Anyone who seriously wants to revuew this program will be Forced into comparing It with protype. It’s
unfortunate, but there you are - unFortunate because there isn't really a great deal oF Favourable
comparison that an honest Joe with a pen in his hands can make. You see, both programs may be print
enhancers, but they're as dIFFerent as chalk Is From ... cheese. To start with Droprint's a tad more Fiddly.
You have to begin with the CUSTUHIZ program In order to conFigure It to your own set up ... tell It about
Hervyn or one oF his relatives, choose Fonts [up tp E, but they are greedy when It comes to memory and IF

you Install Five you’ll end up with less than 23k For text, and that‘s when you've got the ROM version of
Prolext In your cuddly little RON box. A word oF advice wouldn't go amiss here. If you’re printing a single
page, or maybe two, don't spoil it with too many Fonts. Anyway, back to the argument. Froprint, on the other
hand, buries Its Fonts (and itself] In the extra 64k and leaves text memory virtually untouched.

Droprint does give you a wider choice oF Fonts, though, and that can't be bad. in Fact I'm going to
register this Fact as a deFInite plus.

lglking of F9915...

Talking oF Fonts, there's another plus to Froprint's armoury. It has the most beautiful Font designer
i've ever seen. There's an endless load of Features For the creation of the weird and wonderful on a 18 x 18

grid. individual characters can be emboldened or thinned down in order to create that special eFFect at the
touch oF a single key - no pixel-by-plvel chores here. And even more glorious, if that's possible, the
entire character set can be treated In such a way by the simple addition of there merest touch on the
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GDNTHOL keg. This is really good. I've Forgotten how menu times i’ve gone through the alphabet spending a

boring afternoon making similar changes to the whole character set. And here CONTROL-B and the whole
alphabet and the host oF other characters that acoompang it are thickened up - made more bold. Vith this one
Font designer we have the entire value of the program in our stickg Fingers. A great deal of thought has
gone into making it just about as user-Friendly as any Font designer can be.

Added to this cornucopia of praise is a Foot-note. it also accepts Stop Dress and HicroDeslgn Fonts.
Hallelujah!

Getting it in Proportion

i suppose that where Drotgpe beats Proorint hands down is the proportional spaces that accompany
proportional print so that a page can be right-justified even when the letters are printed in a proportional
Font. I'm not treating Proprint as a Failure in this respect, though, because it doesn’t try to do this.
Instead It attempts to create legible and improved pages From a program that is already acknowledged as the
best word processor For the CPC, and that can't be bad. At the end at the dag it doesn't reallg matter what
Further reFinements a print enhancing makes as long as it actuallg enhances the print gualitg. l know that
might sound obvious. but that doesn‘t make it ang the less true. in the same wag Protgpe caters For just
about every European language ever spawned and proprint doesn’t. it this is a weakness it's probablg because
you need characters From Hungarian. but I don't. At least, not at the moment.

gigging] Commands

Proprint introduces around 20 new commands, From Font Instructions (CONTROL-Xei switches on italics
Just as in Frotext proper, but doesn't switch it OFF again. Instead. when you're Fed up with Italics you
have to point the program with a second but diFFerent CONTROL-X instruction in the direction of gour desired
Font. Then there are external commands [>ex] For the arrangement of spacing, gaps and so on - ail explained
in concise detail in the instructions that accompang the program. The overall effect is to give you greater
control over the appearance of gour work. which is a good thing.

r t r._.3' E?

Proprint caters For both H-pln and 24-pin printers and is another program designed to compensate For
the poorer qualities inherent in dot-matrix printing. And as with Protgpe, the printing takes a little
longer than It would it gou were using Just the word processor and no enhancer. Protgpe takes an age to
print a page, Droprlnt considerabig less time. But those oF us who still adhere to a printer from a

Forgotten generation must expect to have to pay some price For better output. And that price, members of the
brother and sisterhood. is time. And wear and tear on our printers. find too much caffeine while we're
waiting.

But printed output can be important. it we are In a competitive world [and observation tends to suggest
that we lust might be] then there must be occasions when the smart piece at paper carries more weight and
has a greater bearing on our comFort and potential wealth than might the odd scrap of dottg nonsense. And

therefore programs like Droprlnt might lust pag For themselves many. mang times over in almost invisible
little wags. Take that CV gou scribbled out last gear, halt an hour before the interview For a great Job
that gou never got....
In Conclusion...

So there you have it. if you want a good qualitg print-out From gour old Citizen or Star or whatever,
then gou’li need a program to enhance the deFault quality. You can choose between Procrint and Protgpe and

both programs have their advantages. i doubt that Proprint will ever achieve quite the spectacular output at
Protgpe. but what it does It does well. particularlg in the Field of Font designing or modingng. Just look
at these pages if you want evidence. Along with all other articles In this series i am using a CPS 8128,
Protext on ROM. the relevant software, this time Proprlnt. Hicrodesign For the main headline and a Citilen
1200 printer, all bundled together with a little bit oF time. 1 print the pages out at home and send them

[carefullg packaged] to John For inclusion in a VACCI near you. So there you go - Judge For gourselves. And

remember that For reasons to do with contorming as closelg as I can to the UACCI house stgle. this article
has been prepared in condensed print.

And Finallg, you can still obtain this program oommerciallg. From CUHSOFT. Give Peter Campbell a ring
on 0141 554 4735. I'm sure he’ll be helpful.
Peter Rogerson
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computer will end all of its sentences
with two full stops. If you want to
use punctuation then it may improve
the computer‘s grammar. but you
will need to increase the word limit
and take out the line in the program
which prints up the full stop.
AND CAPITAL lEITEs?
The program treats :1 capitalised
word dilTerently from a non-
capitalised one, 4.1g. it will think that
"You" and “you" are different words.
This was the only way we could see
to make sure it capitalised things
correctly.

51"“. To COME
Next month we will look at some
more ways of improving the
program. The version here is very
basic but should keep you busy for a
month as long as you don't have too
many bored or lonely moments.
Remember that this program and all
the others From the series are
available on the l’rogrammers' l’atch
disc. PD 98‘ from Dave Stitson.

AN ENHANCEMENT I
PREPARED EARLIER I

mentioned earlier that we might
want to be able to load and save
vocabulary. One way to do this
while the program is running is to
look out for commands typed by the
user which wouldn't be used in
normal speech. If you add in the
extra lines 4 l , 4-2 and 6007 740 below
this will make the computer respond
differently to sentences beginning
with ”LOAD and *SAVE.

Lines 600—640 deal with loading in
vocabulary and 700-740 with saving
it. Let's look at the saving routine.
The loading routine works in exactly
the same way, except that it uses
INPUT#9 to input from disc instead
ofWRITE#9 to write to disc.

700 We look to see if the user has

typed a lilename after ’SAVl‘; eg. if
they have typed ’SAVF, ()urWotds -

in which case lile$="()urWords". If
there is nothing, following the
”SAVE command we use the default
filenamc V()(1AB.

710 We ()l’liN( )1 71‘ the filenamed
lile$ for writing, and the. first thing
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Figure I
10 DEFINT a—z:OPENOUT"d":MEMORY HIMEM—1:CLOSEOUT
20 mwords=3002mlinks=20:nwords=0
30 DIM w$(mwords),lk(mwords,mlinks),tempw$(128)
40 LINE INPUT"",a$
50 wcount=0:GOSUB 300:IF a$<>"" THEN GOSUB 100
60 GOSUB 200:GOTO 40
100 WHILE INSTR(a$," ")>0:a=INSTR(a$," ")
110 tempws(wcount)=LEFT$(a$,a—1):a$=MID$(a$,a+1)
120 wcount=wcount+1:GOSUB 300:WEND
130 IF a$<>"" THEN tempws(wcount)=a$:wcount=wcount+l
140 pword=0zFDR i=0 TO wcount—lzword$=tempw$(i)
150 cword=nwords:WHILE cword>0 AND word$<>w$(cword):
cword=cword—1:WEND
160 IF cword=0 THEN nwords=nwords+l:w$(nwords)=word$:
cword=nwords
170 GOSUB 400:pword=cword:NEXT
180 cword=0zGOSUB 400
190 RETURN
200 pword=O:GOSUB 500
210 WHILE pword>02PRINT w$(pword)" ";:GOSUB 500:WEND
220 PRINT CHR$(8);".":PRINT
230 RETURN
300 WHILE LEFT$(a$,1)=" ":a$=MID$(a$,2) :WEND:RETURN
400 j=lk(pword,0):x=l
410 WHILE j>0 AND cword<>lk(pword,x):j=j—1:x=x+1
420 WENDzIF j>0 THEN 440
430 1k(pword,0)=lk(pword,0)+l:lk(pword,x)=cword
440 RETURN
500 1=INT(RND*lk(pword,0)+1)
510 pword=1k(pword,1):RETURN

Figure 2 TABLE OFVARIAIL‘
mwords maximum number of words held in w$
mlinks maximum number of links in the lk array
nwords current total number or words held in w$
weount counter for words in tempr
word$ temporary variable to hold the currentword under analysis
pword points to the position in “'3 of previous word in the sentence
eword points to the position in w$ ol‘ currentword in the sentence
i) j counter variables.
x variable used in going, through the links array

41 IF UPPER$(LEFT$(a$,5))="*LOAD" THEN GOSUE 600:GOTO 40
42 IF UPPER$(LEFT$(a$,5))="*SAVE" THEN GOSUB 700:GOTO 40
600 flle$=MID$(a$,7) :IF file$="" THEN f11e$="VOCAB"
610 OPENIN file$1INPUT”9,nwords
620 FOR i=0 T0 nwords:INPUT*9,w$(i),1k(i,0)
630 FOR j=1 To 1k(i,0) :INPUTll9,lk(i,j) :NEXTzNEXT
640 CLOSEIN:RETURN
700 file$=MID$(a$,7):IF fi1e$="" THEN file$="VOCAB"
710 OPENOUT file$zWRITE#9,nwords
720 FOR i=0 TO nwords:WRITEll9,w$(i),lk(1,0)
730 FOR j=1 TO 1): (1,0) :WRITE#9,1k(i,j) :NEXTzNEXT
740 CLOSEOUT2RETURN

we WRITF, is nwotds‘ the number of words in the vocabulary. 720 Now for
each word i, we WRITE w$(i) (the word itself) and lk(i,()) (the number of links
from word i).73() Following this we WRITE each lk(i,j) (all the links for the
word i) in order, and then go back to 720 to do the NEXT word.

740 Now we have done it all, so we CLOSEOUT to finish with the lile. Note
that loading in vocabulary will overwrite any existing vocabulary in the arrays



Widgets And
Sealing Wax

A long time ago during Philips time as editor people were complaining about needing hardware
supplies. As soon as I could find a supply ol parts I had a batch of widgets mode up and lstill have
them...

D"Widgek
Here‘s how to do it for your selt‘. The
widget is an essential part of owning
a PLUS model ot'our AMSTRAIN it
allows the add-ons to he used with
these models as the expansion port is

a much better I_\pe than the grey
AMS'I'RADS edge type although the
connection layout thankfully is the
same so 1 know of no immediate
problems,

l‘irst thing you require is a

MAPLINS catalogue from the news
agent. From the catalogue you must
find the parts you require they are in
there somewhere.

Bil; you need
1) a length of 50 way flat cable.

XR79I, 72p

2) a 50 way IIX‘ ('cntronics plug.
IBSOI. 13.79;»

3) a 50 way IlXI card edge plug.
l-"l‘oUQ 1133.791»

4) a edge card reversing board.
'l'ry veroboard

Assembly
Now to assemble these I use a small
vice but there are special gadgets
available. Take the centronics plug
and slip a suitable length of say five
inches through the plug along the
short spikes take note of the red line
this should go on the right as you
look at the plug from the back.

Making The Connedlenl
The connector should face away from
you. Make sure the cable is at 90

degrees to the plug and when the lot
is pressed together the spikes pop
through the cable making the
electrical contact. If we lay the cable
on the desk with the face up the edge
connector also cam he slipped onto the
cable face up. This gives a loop when
connected to the computer thus
avoiding any strain.

The assembly is now pressed in the
vice to lock it in place. So why do we
need the reversing board I here you
say. well the odd thing is that what we
have is reversed as if in a mirror. The
grey Amsn’ad has the edge of the
circuit board to attach extras on at
this point we have a plug so to mimic
the circuit board edge we need the
reversing7 hoard,

After assembling I suggest trimming
off the ribbon cable with a Stanley
knife to give a neat edge to the job. At
this point it is best to let you in on a

top tip. take a magnifying glass .ut

inspect the cut edge for any lose hairy
wires that could cause a problem.

So that is it plug on to your PLUS at
the back and slip on the expansion of
you choice. The loop of cable helps to
relieve strain on the connectors as you
type on the keyboard this often lead
to problems on the original
AIVISTRAI )S.

l have my 464+ with ddl, A and 14

drives7 DK memory pack and romho
robot working well and some time
ago the Bowley clan were having
trouble and since I modified the
connections I have no reports from
them of problems.

Ready Made
Of course you can save yourself the
bother by contacting me and buy a

ready made WIDGE’l' for [4.50 thus
saving yourself all the above bother
and even the cost is less than the
purchase price of the parts.

()pen a world of add-ons to your
AMSTRAI) PLUS. The only snag l

have heard of was some Romboards
don't like 1’] ,1 18 type as the chips have
HS instead oflb' this is low speed and
high speed chips nothing to do With

the widgets though and doesn‘t do
any harm,

Stephen Potts

85 Thorold Ave.
Cranwcll village,
Lincolnshirc.
NG34 8DS

Merline-Sorve
Tele/Fav‘ 0 l 003 206739

The Wizard
8 bit Printer Port

is available at 1: 15.00
- remember that
members get 10%

discount,

Brymplon Cottage
BrunswickRoad
Worthing, Sussex
BNll SNQ



CPCing The
No] this is not another tired old
article on the future of 87bit
computing, although that forms
part of the subject in its wider
sense.

What I am addressing here is what
will happen to the equipment itselfin
years to come.

Compmr disposal
Why this is becoming, an issue in itself
now is that new European (Mm/1111'!

ymi [wow it!) legislation is lacing
formulated now with a view to
enlin‘cing responsible disposal of old
computer equipment on its users,
whether they he large corporations or
indiuduals. Think of it as an
extension ol~ the philosophy ol~ the
"bottle bank" concept. By the way.
have you ever tried to make a
withdrawal from one on a Sunday?

Going lo the scruplleap
Generally, I‘m a very stroppy
individual when it comes ro heing,
told what to do, especially by

government bodies hut I can see that
this particular legislation does have a
point. We can probably all think of
examples, either from personal
experience or llCLll'S‘clv, where large

computineyquantities of high—pow
equipment has quite literally gone on
the scrapheap because some nitwit in
the company has justified his salary by
forcing, through an upgrade policy:

Having, worked For many years in a
senior position For a large compmy
Ull/Jt'lm, 1/11' putter people) who
TVVICF. IN SIX MONTHS were sold
an inadequate system and then went
through the trauma of completely
scrapping, the desktop units and all
the associated hardware except the
printers, I may he expected to have a
particularly jaundiced view. Now,

,75.

with the henetit of hindsight, I can
see that the prohlem each time was
one of putting too much stress onto
the system in terms of multitasking,
This resulted in a crippling, bottleneck
as the system was backing, up its data
towards the end of each day. The
terminals on every desk got slower
and slower, and the staff got more
and more frustrated.

MuIIi-Tusklng
The smart move would have been to
split the system into several smaller
networks, hut no, everyone
apparently had to he able to exchange
information instantly with everyone
else so "stock maintmancc" and
"wdcr protesting" suffered while
"invoicimy" and ”accounts” watched
their numbers scrolling, up their
screens. I found it ironic that it was
the accountant who sanctioned the
upgrade expenditure each time and
somehow he managed to keep his joh
until well afterwards

'I'WICH, the skips out the hack were
filled up with keyboards, monitors,
and main units as the NEW
consultancy company declared the
PREVIOUS consultancy company's
chosen kit to he woefully inadequate
for the required performance and
results A wicked waste of money and
resources, and "the masfin' the new"
ensures that it still goes on in other
companies

But not in Athena it doesn't: it was
taken over and later went
spectacularly host The shops you still
see on some high streets now with

Athena over the
door are
franchises who
paid to use the
name after the
crash. so, to
impose some
l c g '1 | l y

enforceable
requirements on
users to get rid
ol‘ old computer
equipment in a

proper way just
MAY give the
nitwits pause.

As well as, we
might hope,
modifying, the
"bin it and don't
give a damn"
mentality, It
will certainly
cost them
money, and
that‘s going to
he a major
implication if
the old system is

a big, one It will
be "part of the
deal", something
to he costed on
the billlU‘IL'C sheet
along with the
purchase price of
the new set up.
As the new
legislation
comes in, I

an tieipa re a
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attractively worded part exchange
arrangements to absolve the new
computer purchaser of the need to
get their hands dirty.

If you doubt it, look at the company
car market; most of that is now
administered by ongoing contracts,
with a new car supplied as the old
one reaches 60,000 miles and goes
back to the supplier by disposal
through the secondhand market,

If a company, or you and I, are
ofl‘ered an attractive enough deal by
the shop to dispose of our
embarrassingly large pieces of
redundant technology, I reckon we‘ll

take it. But what sort ol’ trade in are
we likely to be oil'ered For a (TC: l

wonder?

Disposal can:
This brings us back into the home.
Without a desperate wish to buy a

wholly new computer, a home user is
likely to think twice about upgrading
il‘ there is a EIOVZU lee attached for
the local council to dispose of the
OLD computer. Whether it be a
('.l’('. or whatever, they are rather
large and awkward items to smuggle
into a dustbin or tip.

And the actual disposal or recycling
once the computer is in the hands of
the authorities l5 likely to be
expensive without the option of
simple landlilling.

On top of the labour charges there
will be reclamation charges for the
circuit boards and other modular
parts which, at component level,
include gold but also gallium
arsenide and many other highly toxic
and hard to remove chemicals.

So does this new culture do us (Il‘('
users any favours? Well, in a strange
way, I think it does.
There is little point in getting rid of

a computer if the DISPOSAL price is

more than its REPLACl-{MENT
(108T price. It might as well be put
to good use instead, if that is

possible.

Doing the lab properly
I have a p;u'ticular contempt for
multi-purpose power tools which
purport to do a lot of jobs properly.
In my experience they do them all

bzuely adequately. lfl need a circular
saw1 l should USE .i circular saw, not
a loosely attached deathtrap on the
end of my drill, forcing the bearings
to absorb loading from directions
way outside their original
specifications Single purpose use is

not somethingwe generally associate
with (ll’fs, but a slight change of'
attitude can be very worthwhile.

To quote one example, in our spare
room I keep my old (IPC with a
rombox hanging olI the bat . All it
contains is Protext, but it might as
well be Brunword.

‘I'o Ille collrnry
Despite all advice to the contrary,
there is a 3” disc permanently in the
disc drive so that if the phone rings
and the TV’ is on too loudly in the
living room, I can duck into the spare
room, boot l‘rotext with a flick of the
”on" switch and lp, and be ready to
sav‘ to disc a note at sing out of the
conversation in a matter ofseconds. I
Find this is more efficient than using
.1 notepad (whit/1 mu stray) and a pen
(ditto) and has the added benefit that
I can later enlarge the note into a
letter to act upon it.

So rather than be. a potentially
expensive liability, my old (TC is

going to be a family 'set for nimiy
years ' 't. The other members of the
family use it too and for them it IS
the notepad. By the way, if it's a
VFRY long call and you think you
start to hear canon fire. in the
background, it may be "Pirates!"

Dahlia”
I have another computer (a l’rWIo)
which is set up in the office and is

principally used as my database. As

you might expect, this means that I
keep significant names, addresses,
phone numbers, birthdays and other
important dates on it, but it is ALSO
the repository of my various price

lists and product inlormation packs
too, ready for me to refer to if a

potential customer needs derailed
product features explained.

I keep other stuff there too, more
IDOSE] .Y described as
"infimnation", which it is handy to
have in a readily accessible form.

The '16 is a bit, shall we say,
'peculiar" in some respects, but it‘s

nearly as quick to boot from
"standby" as the CPC is from "ofl",
and it has a Cabinet (rattan/bard disc it
the nearer: (I1’( I equivalzmt) in which
the principal documents I need to
refer to can be stored for quick access
and retrieval during a phone call. A

(il’C could be used in a very similar
\VI‘)‘.

For other purposes, using a (11K: as
’kmtion" involving

spreadsheets perhaps, programs can
often be persuaded to self-boot not

(In JCCOUH f5

just into the program, but directly
into a particular file. The few

applications I suggest here are
intended to be triggers to YOUR
imagination for your requirements.

So this is my point. With the
obligation to pay for the disposal of
your old computer kit coming in at
some stage soon, it makes sense to
think in terms of USING it instead if
you can, even if only for just one
particular purpose in a location which
may be away from your usual
computingarea.

If your main computer is of the same

type as the secondary one you are
ensuring immediate access to a spare,
should you need one. And ll ts a
different type you can widen your
usage options, although it makes
sense to keep a utility program handy
for transferring data between them.

Brian Watson
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FlND by Stuart Paterson
Here is o Noddy program with of least four uses; as a typing exercise, to explore BASIC, to convert to
machine code, and to practice BASIC modifications on.

Lets take them I- turn
I. Typing exercise. You will see that
it is small, but when you have typed
it correctly, it can be very usefiil,

65000 CLS : PRINT "Line No. ",'

commands and variables as tokens, so
the only easy way to set up a

potential Target is to incorporate it
into the program and get ARNOR to

65010 linad=368 : targad=linad+4
65020 targlen=256*PEEK(linad+1)+PEEK(linad) -6
65030 targchr=PEEK(targad)

65070 l‘l{1{l(s at each byte in turn. If
it matches the first byte of the 'I‘arget.
then we transfer control to the
subroutine at line 65100. If no match

65050 linlen=256*PEEK(linad+1)+PEEK£linad) :if linlen=0 then END
65060 FOR k=1inad+4 TO linad+linlen
65070
65080 NEXT k

p=PEEK(k) :IF p=targchr THEN GOSUB 65100

65090 linad=linad+linlen : GOTO 65050
65100 FOR m=1 TO targlen
65110 y=PEEK ( targad+m)
65120
65130 RETURN

Having, typed and SAVlid the
Noddy, you can MERGE it with any
program you are developing.

Il‘ you want to know where in the
program you have used the variable
<a$>. for instance. or a textual
phrast; <"lIello">. for exatnple.
then put it in a dummy line 1‘ right at
the start ol~ your program. Then
RUN (35000. The Noddy will give
you a list of all lines in which your
target appears. It‘it is in a line two or
three times then the line number will
be reported two or three times.

2. How is BASIC stored? In

understandinghow the Noddy works‘
you will be led to understand how
BASIC is stored in memory.

The first thing to note is that this
Noddy is written with line numbers
starting at 65000. This is about as far
as you can go, so it will always be
MERGI-Ld after any program you
have. Taking each line in turn, 65000
inst clears the screen and prints the
name ofwhar is to follow. 65010 sets
the memory address of the first line
as 368. because that is what it is, in a
(ll’( l. BASIC
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locomotive stores

convert it into the appropriate tokens
for you. Because the first line
contains the 'I‘argen the memory
address of the first character of the
Target is at 368+4. What. you may
say, is at the addresses in between?

Well, part of the answer is on line
65020, i.e. the length of the line, or1

correctly the number of
addresses. or bytes, used up by the
line. We that
addresses are used up to store items
other than the BASIC code. so the
actual number ol‘bytes containing the
BASIC in the line is 6 less than the
figure quoted. In the ease of the first
line the length we are interested in is

the length ol‘ the ’l‘arget.

”1(er

th'lVC SCCH SUITTL‘

Line 65030 l’IiliKs at the first
character in the first line, that is the
first character of the Target we are
looking for. Line 65050 is the first
line of the main loop of the Noddy. It
does exactly the same as line 65020,
but calls it the length of the line rather
than the length of the Target. So, of
course, the six bytes are not ignored
this time. Line 65060 sets up a FOR/
NEXT loop the length of the line
(less the first four bytes). Then line

IF y=0 OR y=PEEK(k+m) THEN NEXT m:PRINT 256*PEEK(linad+3)+PEEK(linad+2);

65080 moves to the
next byte. If there is no match in the
lint; then 65090 adds the length ol~

the old line to the start address of the
old line to find the start address of the
next line, and transfers control back to
65050 the start of the main loop.

is found. then

Line ()SIOIL the start of the
subroutine. sets up another FOR,"
NEXT loop, this time the length of
the Target, The next line PEEKs at
each byte of the Target in turn1 and
line 65120 looks for a match. If there
is a match, then it loops hack to check
the next byte‘ until the end of the
Target, which means that there is a

perfect match, in which case the line
number has to be reported. This is

where the second and third bytes of
the BASIC line come. in. They hold
the line number.

This particular FOR/NEXT loop is

unconventional, not to say
dangerous in its present layout.
because control drops out if a match
is not found, so that control can
RETURN to look for the first byte ol‘
the Target further along the line of
program that is being examined. It is
unconventional in that it leaves the



lit )ll/NI{XT loop incomplete1 and doing
that too often can cause the stack to
overflow . So here is a nice little exercise
in logierhow do you rewrite this line to
complete the loop every time.>

3. A machine code exerciser All of you
good readers who have been following,
Richard I-'airliurst’s course on machine
code will be dying, for ashorr routine to
practise on. Well. here it is! I admit it runs
a bit slow in BASIC. but code it up and
you will have a super, fast way of
exploring, your programs.

4. Modifications. This Noddy is very
”basic"! Just the bare minimum to get
you started. The best way to learn is to
do, and what better “do" to do than
improving a utility that will help you in
the future? No doubt you can think of a
few improvements. but here are my
suggestions.

(a) How about having the option of
reporting the line numbers to your
printer?
(b) Because it runs slow, you might
like to indicate roughly which line it is

searching.
(c) You can explore Locomotive
BASIC by looking at the actual bytes that
go to make up the Target.
(d) If you are going to rise it
remat'edly, you might like to arrange for
Key I‘) to run the Noddy for you using
the KIiYI)I{F facility.
(is) Try speeding, up the search by
ending the search on each line sooner.
(IIint: ifthete are not enough bytes left in
the line being, examined to contain the
Target, then its not worth looking, any
further. is it?)

There you are. then. A tiny Noddy that
can be accommodated on three lines, if
you push very hard, but for such a small
thing‘ it docs a lot, and can lead you
down lots of exciting avertuea each of
which improves not only your basic
BASIC skills. but improves the Noddy
itself! (lood typinyly - which is where we
came in!

Stuart

SOFTWARE HARDWARE DESIGN
Tclcphonc/ Fas : OH] 554 4735

ComSofl e-inail: caml@cixeompulinkeouk
IO Mslnlolll r W plrk,6l lgw,6 2H

"Irv-III - ROM based file and di ' management suite. Features include: Disc

copy, disc format. file copy. unerase, change file attributes, automatic catalogue of
drive A and easy to use menu system Suitable for two drive machines. Please note
that Nirvana will only recognise data and system format discs in drive It.

ROM £15.00
Rom Plunnor -VI .21 - Calculates and displays car journeys throughout the
UK. Shows mileage and alternative routes. ('Aunplete with printer fimrtion. IZXK
machines only. Disc £15.99
Colon-"lump 3 ~ (‘olour printer driver for the Advanced Art Studio. (l‘an also
print other standard format (‘PC screens Sr Multiface screen files. Feature include:
Program compatible with Advanced Art Studio palette filesV two sizes ofprint out
& single or double density printing. DI“ £9.”
Slcrlump ~ Printer driver for 24 pin dot matrix and lipson standard ink-jet
printers. Specially designed to print standard 17K Amstrad scree s. Ideal for risers
oftlle \v’IDI digitiscrc Advanced Art Studio and other CI’Catt packages.

Blue $9.99
Modol Univom - 31) nuidellinp, package for IZXK (IPC computers. This
program enables users to create three dimensional objects and designs. The objects
can then be rotated, viewed from ditl'crent angles or even viewed from the inside of
the object. Din El I.”
MImDedgn Plus - Menu driven DTP page pnx’essing pack-age. Two disc and
two manuals. H igli quality print output. For all Amstrad (TP(' (Ii‘lt machines with
128k. Din E29.”
”HOD-sign El." - Dist ofclipart Ior use with MIcroDesivn Plus. ('onsi. s ol
large headlim Iouts musical notation symbols flowchart symbols ctr.

ROMDOSD20 Dlu £I3.’9 or 3" Din I'll.”
Fly. Prinlor — 24 pin and ink jet pIIIIIH' driver for Microbesign Plus. l sy to
use — good qualitv printouts Dlu £9.99
DES Ihe Desktop Environmrnt 5y tem — Sophisticated (P( erapliical user
interfice based on an Apple Marlntosh stylr WIMP environment For all (P( st
machines. Dlu E14.” ROMS (2) £24.”
”III P( to (P( rran fer program runs undo (PM Allows the use: to wrap
brtwmi a P( and the (I using an interchangeable disc formu lot all .\msrr id
( ‘Pt. diw machines with 128k running under (.PMK. Oil: 2".
Dumbo: - Superb Disc Operating System for use ~th large Iormat 3.5" Ii drives.
('Aunpat‘ible with and superior to ROMDOS. This the only DOS RUM which
should be inserted in ROM slot seven thereby freeing an extra slot for more
software. ROM £14.”
X. r - Sophisticated disc backup utility. capable of backing up almost all

protected (UPC discs. Dlu £14.”
son-bk V2.3 - (binpteliensive tape to disc utility. designed to transfer

DI“ ‘1‘.”speedltxik protected games to disc.
Mnxull I: Mix-In 1.5 - The 7.80 assembler for UPC computers. features
include: Assembler/Monitor/idilor functions. disassembler. plain english error
me ' ages. memory editor and menu driven screen ulitot. Please note that the ROM
version (Max-am 1.5] requires ProText. Din: £14.99 ROM 21!.”
U'I'OPIA- Utility ROM. (Ian Ix usrd as a stand alone ROM or within PR()TI‘.XT.
' nc commands available Iroin Basir or the PROTEX'I‘ command line.

I‘eatures include: 'Iexr streetl dump. (naphies screen dump, PItLIIIIIltlI/IIM r
deiined function keys, disc utilities‘ turn other ROMS on or off and di\pl‘ay ROM

ROMElls99infomation.

PLEASE ADD EIMTO ALL DISC AND ROM ORDERS FOR IST CLASS POSTAGE IN

THE UNITED KINGDOM.

AIR MAIL FOR INTERNATIONAL CUSTOMERS « ADD £2.00 PER ORDER,
CUSTOMERS WISHING TO ORDER BY CREDIT CARD

PLEASE CALL 0141 554 4735 (24 HR ANSAPHONE)
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THE UK ’8 ONLY MONTHLY MAGAZINE
AND SUPPORTERS CLUB FOR THE AMSTRAD CPC

Help and advice on the following computers: 464, 464+, 664, 6128 and the 6128+

The club offers its members not only the best CFC maga/Jnc but also Public and Homegrown disk Library‘s. a Book
Library and telephone help~line to help you get the most from your Amstrad CPC WACC'ls vast PD Disc Library IS

also open to nonmembers. For a free sample copy ofthc club magalinc. send a 39p stamp to:

WACCI, 4 Lindsay Drive, Chorley, Lancashire. PR7 2QLRAD Chairman: Doug Webb Tel: 01257 411421 Editor: John Bowley Tel: 01733 702158

Dear Members,
When placing adverts into your local newspapers would you please also state
somewhere in the advert that we are a “Amstrad CPC club ”. I’ve had calls from
some people who have seen these adverts and then enquiring about other Amstrad
computers. Thanks

WACCI SERVICES PAST WACCI
Frank Neatherway O I >03,20 50p
3 Glebe Close 40-42,44,46—49 50p

Frank Frost Ex—sofiwarehouse discs ready
4 Rectory Close formatted and labelled £| 50 ea
iWoulton, Ryde for 3" and 35p for 35“ The
ilsle ofWight minimum order is TWO discs

:PO33 403 7710AllerIm/ive [firmware (imdei
‘Tel: 01983 882197 anddixc nun- anly [3.99

Y

Rayleigh 52—62,(>5-69 50p
Essex 70,72-73_75-79 Ill 00

556 9H1, 80,83,88-98 £1.50
Tel: 01268 784742 99424 £2 00

SUBSCRIPTION FORM (125) Nomi-Wen!) to
Interests:

UK I.\‘.S’lle.\' @ [200 each {I 2./(')r [24) What ( 'I’( ' do you have?

”(mop/«x [mucus @ £2.50 each {/2fbr [2 7. 50) 1/5355?“ ”“'

()II'lz’RSlz'AS Issuer @ [2.50 each (I2for [27.50) Please xend your cheque or 1,()3!al
Name Order 10: WA( '( 'I: 97 ’l'irringtan,
‘

Brettun. l’cterboruugh l’lf} 9X7'
Address

Postcode Subscription Includes membership.

Seqyuummonth. Iohn


